
Dear Prof. Buzonne,  

Dear Prof. Tam, 

Dear Prof. Chin,  

Distinguished Guests 

 

Cher Roberto, 

 

I am very pleased to welcome you and your dear friends here at the French Residence. The 

number of your friends here shows your outstanding achievements in research, teaching 

and management. But more importantly, you are a close and dear friend to all of them.  

 

I would like also to welcome specially M. Fraticelli, Acting Consul General of Italy. Ms 

Schiavone could not actually attend this ceremony but I know that she is supporting us. 

 

You always decided to make a job out of your passion! Everyone here agrees that you have 

succeeded! 

 

You spent the early part of your scientific career in Switzerland - you are a PhD graduate 

from University of Geneva - and in the USA - you spent more than 5 years in the famous 

Harvard Medical School. 

 

Always keen on going towards excellence, you joined quite naturally Pasteur Institute in 

1995. Starting as Investigator, you became successfully Head of laboratory in 1998, Deputy 

Director of the Neuroscience Department in 2004 and were appointed in 2006 Chief 

Executive Officer of the Hong Kong University Pasteur Research Centre.  

 

You are an internationally recognized expert in neurology, mainly in direct cell-cell 

communication through connexion and associated diseases. But as the Italian proverb says: 

“lascia fare a chi sa fare”. So, I will avoid talking about issues that I don’t really know like 

influenza or Parkinson diseases and stick to more accessible subjects. 

 

Your success is highly commendable! It’s obviously the result of your devotion and 

outstanding talent. But they would not by themselves explain why you are here tonight. 

 

You are here because of the major role you play bringing France and HK closer together.  

 

Your presence indeed shows that friendship between France and Hong Kong is also a long 

and fruitful partnership in higher education and research! 

 

Let me remind you that in 1894, Alexandre Yersin was sent to Hong Kong by the French 

government and the Pasteur Institute. He made here his greatest discovery, the bacillus 

responsible for the bubonic plague. Since then, Alexandre Yersin is probably one of the 

most famous French persons in HK and friendship between France and HK has 

tremendously flourished. 

 

You are now pursuing this ambitious tradition. Hong Kong University Pasteur Research 

Centre, of which you are the head, is obviously the main symbol of this successful 

friendship both in higher education - with the international courses your centre organize 
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each year - and in research - with the world-class projects on influenza or dengue leading by 

your team. 

 

It is the result of the involvement of the University of Hong Kong and the Pasteur 

Institute, but also of the constant commitment of your team.  

 

That could neither have happened without the determination of a visionary man, Dr James 

Kung, founder and first chairman of the HKU-Pasteur Research Centre. Tonight, I would 

like to pay tribute to his memory. I would like as well to take this opportunity to mention 

the instrumental role of Mr Leo Kung – his son and the new chairman of the Centre. 

 

The HKU - Pasteur Research Centre was obviously a precursor in bridging France and HK 

and is a key partnership for the future. But we have to go further!  

 

That is why I am very happy that a new agreement has just been concluded in December 

2011 between the French National Agency for Research and the HK Research Grant 

Council. This new partnership will change the dimension of our cooperation; France will 

become one of the main international partners of HK. The new joint research scheme will 

make it possible for researchers from France and HK to work together to implement 

world-class projects. I would like to take this opportunity to warmly thank Prof. Chin, 

Chairman of the Research Grant Council, for achieving this ambitious milestone! 

 

Dear Roberto, as a good friend of France, you just came back from Paris. Always keen on 

passing knowledge to the next generation, you spent one month there teaching to young 

researchers.  

 

Abraham Lincoln, former American President once said: “The better part of one's life 

consists of his friendships". Dear Roberto, this evening, I am proud that we are here to 

show our deep esteem for a friend of France, a friend of Europe and a friend of HK 

 

Dr Roberto Bruzzone, in recognition of your scientific contribution to the community, 

your constant support to establishing cooperation between France and Hong Kong in the 

field of science and higher education, and your commitment to further develop it, I am 

proud to bestow upon you this decoration, as a sign of appreciation for the great work of a 

friend of France. 

 

Dr Roberto Bruzzone, au nom du Président de la République, et en vertu des pouvoirs qui 

me sont conférés, je vous fais Chevalier dans l’Ordre National du Mérite. 


